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Hi all,  

Results from this weekend - hopefully all teams will be back next week:  

• the under 13s  faced Patcham United in the Challenge Trophy and despite a good 

effort went down 1-5. Good games from Harry Barnes and Ned Entwistle, with Harry 
Stubbs grabbing the goal.  

• the under 12s were at home to Seagulls FC and put on a fine team performance 
with Eddie Botting opening the scoring and goals quickly following from Bailey Carter 
and Ed Kirk. Bailey and Oscar Hilton worked hard in midfield, providing precision 
crosses for further goals, with Eddie scoring his second, Harry Shersby-Wignall 
netting one and two from Archie Tasker. Seagulls got one past the keeper, but we ran 
out deserving 7-1 victors.  

• the under 11s faced local rivals Kingston Village FC at home. After a slow start, 
Jack Dunkley opened the scoring, Louis Bradley and Ryan Jackson (2) added further 
goals before Jack made it five at half-time. A few changes in the second half and Tom 
Smedley scored his first goal for the team to see us run out 6-0 winners.  

• the under 8s faced a determined DASH side over two games. In the first we took the 
lead twice through Felix Attfield-Davis but DASH equalised both times. Some good 
passing play however saw Felix score again, Ollie Lumsden add another, before 
good work from Charlie Haggar made it six at half-time. Although DASH pulled two 
back in the second half we ended up 6-4 winners. The second game was more one-
sided as goals from Felix (2), four for Eli Johnston, Louis Salmon (with his first for the 
club) and Ollie (2) gave us a 9-0 victory. Many thanks to Joe Shersby-Wignall and 
Alfie Dobres for great service in goal in both games  

Richard  

 


